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Abstract

In this paper, we take a closer look at the security of outsourced databases (aka Database-as-the-Service or
DAS), a topic of emerging importance. DAS allows users to store sensitive data on a remote, untrusted server
and retrieve desired parts of it on request. At first we focus on basic, exact-match query functionality, and then
extend our treatment to prefix-matching and, to a more limited extent, range queries as well. We propose several
searchable encryption schemes that are not only practical enough for use in DAS in terms of query-processing
efficiency but also provably-provide privacy and authenticity of data under new definitions of security that we
introduce. The schemes are easy to implement and are based onstandard cryptographic primitives such as
block ciphers, symmetric encryption schemes, and message authentication codes. As we are some of the first to
apply the provable-security framework of modern cryptography to this context, we believe our work will help
to properly analyze future schemes and facilitate further research on the subject in general.
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1 Introduction

MOTIVATION . Outsourcing data to off-site database service providers is becoming an attractive, cost-effective
option for many organizations, the main reasons for the trend being outlined in a recent business whitepaper [41].
In this setting (also known as Database-as-a-Service or DAS), a client stores data on a remote untrusted database
server and queries the server in order to receive required portions of the data. Usually this data is stored in the
form of a relational database, each divided into records (ortuples) with attributes (or fields). The basic system
requirements are (1) query support, (2) computation and communication efficiency for both client and server, and
(3) data security. Note that the latter requirement is particularly important in DAS, as data often contains sensitive
financial, medical, or intellectual information and the server cannot be trusted. Indeed, ensuring security in DAS
is an important research topic that has been receiving increasing attention [26, 38, 28, 27, 21, 22, 38, 3, 29, 2, 30,
32, 8]. Security may even be required by law (see HIPAA rules [1]).

The problem is that these requirements are in conflict with each other. For example, consider encrypting the
data with a secure encryption scheme that hidesall information and is always randomized (i.e. same messages
yields completely different ciphertexts). This does not allow the user to even form a query about any set of records
smaller than the the whole database. Indeed, it turns out that even addressing just the basic exact-match (point)
queries is a non-trivial task if one wants to treat security in a systematic, not ad-hoc, way.

PREVIOUS WORK. Searching on encrypted data has been a topic of multiple relevant works in the cryptographic
community, which focus mainly on exact-match queries but inan unsatisfactory way for our context. In particular,
the schemes of [42, 23, 25, 15, 18, 20] provide strong security guarantees (typically revealing only the user access
pattern) while allowing a server to answer exact-match queries, but doing so, unlike for the schemes developed in
the database community,requires the server to scan the whole database for each query, yielding unacceptably-
slow performance for medium-size to very large databases. The schemes of [20] get around this problem by
requiring the (paying) client to know all keywords and all data beforehand and pre-computing a static index for
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the server that does not allow to treat relational databases. A fundamental question thus becomes what is the best
guaranteed security that can be achieved without compromising general efficiency and functionality. The work of
[8] recently raised this problem in the asymmetric (public-key) setting, where users explicitly consist of “senders”
and “receivers,” and provided new security definitions and provably-secure solutions for exact-match queries. We
consider this problem entirely in the more-natural symmetric-key setting where a client (which may be a large
group of users, e.g. in a business) both stores and queries its own data on an untrusted server.

Research on this subject done in the database community focuses on the first two requirements and provides
encryption schemes with attractive functionality, namelyefficient and optimized indexing and flexible query sup-
port e.g. for numerical range, comparison, or aggregation queries [38, 3, 26, 22, 28, 29, 27, 32]. In contrast, the
security of these schemes is far less clear. Many utilize cryptographic primitives such as deterministic encryp-
tion, order-preserving hash functions and encryption schemes, which have not been studied by cryptographers, and
without scrutinizing their security. For example, using a deterministic encryption scheme for point queries sounds
like a reasonable idea, because then forming a point query isfeasible and the server can efficiently index and locate
the ciphertexts. But what scheme should be used? One common suggestion (see e.g. [29, 2]) is to use DES or AES.
But these are block ciphers for short plaintexts of at most 128 bits. But if a database field stores a larger data, say a
barcode information, then it is not clear how to encrypt longer ones. It would be natural to apply the block cipher
block-by-block, but then the adversary will see when the underlying plaintexts have common blocks, which is an
unnecessary leak of information. Similarly, fixing the randomness in an arbitrary encryption mode (e.g. CBC) will
leak more information than needed.

A noteworthy exception in this body of work is a recent paper by M. Kantarcioglu and C. Clifton [30], which
calls for a new direction of research that aims for “efficientencrypted database and query processing withprovable
security properties.” This involves making new cryptographic definitions to model precisely what we want our
schemes to do and how much security we expect them to achieve.The methodology allows one toguaranteethat a
given scheme will remain secure according to a clear definition of security againstall possible attacks captured by
the definition that can be realized within reasonable time (many years) under some widely-accepted computational
assumptions. The work of [30] provides a first step in this direction. As they observe, unless one lowers the
security bar from the previous cryptographic solutions a linear scan of the database on each query is fundamentally
necessary. But the above discussion suggests we must be careful to not go too far. On the other hand, the security
definition proposed in [30] requires the use of server-side trusted, tamper-resistant hardware to achieve. This may
limit practicability and also undermines one of the points of using provable security, namely to guarantee that if an
adversary violates the definition of security they must havesolved a difficult computational problem. (They might
instead have found a hole in the trusted hardware.)

OVERVIEW OF CONTRIBUTIONS. In a broad sense, our goal is to narrow the gap between query-processing-
efficient but ad-hoc schemes with unclear security and schemes with strong security guarantees but with unsuitable
functionality. We review the provable-security methodology in Section 2. Then to start with, we consider exact-
match queries (i.e. with boolean conditions involving onlyequalities). In Section 4, we formulate what algorithms
and properties constitute anefficiently-searchable authenticated encryption or ESAEscheme that will allow a
server to process such queries, when used to separately encrypt each searchable field, with, unlike for previous
cryptographic-community schemes, query-processing efficiency comparable to that for unencrypted databases.

As opposed to previous works in the database community, we gosignificantly beyond explaining why some
attacks do or do not work in order to develop a rigorous and general foundationfor our understanding of security.
Observe that while typically encryption hides all partial information about the data (which is still true for previous
searchable schemes in the cryptographic community, and homomorphic encryption schemes in a basic model of
security), ESAE cannot because some information needs to beleaked to allow efficient query processing. Hence
we formulate a new definition of security that captures the intuition that no adversary should be able to learnany
useful information about the data within reasonable time, beyond what is unavoidable for the given functionality,
namely when two ciphertexts correpond to equal plaintexts;we argue that permitting false-positive results cannot
help to hide this correlation in practice. Our definition moreover captures a notion of authenticity that ensures
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attributes values are not modified or added over the network or at the server side without the user noticing.1 Thus
in a sense we provide the strongest possible notion of security one can reasonably ask for without relying on trusted
hardware as in [30]. Note that we do not explicitly model security in the terms of a client-database interaction but
always instead simply derive security in this context from that of the “ideal” cryptographic object in question.
(This step is crucially absent in [32].) In Section 5 we propose and analyze two exact-match ESAE constructions
meeting our definition.

Then in Section 6 we extend our framework to treat prefix-matching and, to a more limited extent, range
queries as well, for which we formulate an important open problem. We propose a novel security definition for
the former that ensures, analogous to the case of exact-match queries, that no information about the data is leaked
except for what is unavoidable. We then present a new prefix-preserving ESAE scheme and prove its security
under standard assumptions. We show how our scheme can be used for range queries as well and generalize and
refine the approach of [32], pinpointing exactly what level of security can be guaranteed by such schemes in the
context of DAS. Finally, we conclude with some possibilities for extending our schemes to additionally process
aggregate queries.

2 The Provable-Security Methodology

We start with an overview of the provable-security framework. Cryptographic protocols were often designed by
trial-and-error, where a scheme is implemented and used until some flaws found and fixed, if possible, and the
revised scheme is used until new flaws are found, and so forth.A revolutionary and superior “provable-security”
approach was originally proposed by Goldwasser and Micali [24]. The approach requires a formal definition of a
security goal (e.g., data privacy) for a given cryptographic object (e.g., an encryption scheme). A security definition
comprises a formal description of adversarial capabilities (what an adversary knows and can do) and of what an
adversary must do to break the scheme, designed to capture the real-world intuitive security goal in an “imaginary”
formal setting. For example, a definition of a semantically-secure symmetric encryption scheme captures the
intuition that no partial information is leaked from the ciphertexts and formally requires that no efficient adversary
should be able to distinguish between encryptions of two messages, even if the adversary can choose these two
messages and request to see ciphertexts of other different messages of its choice.

A proof of security then shows by reduction that a given scheme satisfies the definition under widely accepted
assumptions (e.g., that factoring big composite numbers ishard). That is, the proof rigorouslytransformsan
adversary against the scheme into a corresponding one against the underlying hard problem. The proof thus shows
that the only wayto break the scheme is by breaking the underlying assumptionabout the hard problem. In other
words, a provably-secure schemeguaranteesto withstandall infinitely manypossible attacks implicitly captured
by the security definition as long as the underlying hard problem remains hard.2 (This is rather like showing
that a given computational problem is likely to remain intractable for a long time because one can transform any
instance of, say,SAT, to a corresponding instance of this problem) Symmetric encryption schemes, e.g. ciphertext-
block-chaining (CBC) or counter (CTR) modes, are usually built from block ciphers, e.g. DES or AES, and are
proven secure assuming the block cipher is a pseudorandom function (PRF). A comprehensive overview of the
provable-security framework can be found in [5].

3 Preliminaries

NOTATION. We refer to members of{0, 1}∗ as strings. IfX is a string then|X| denotes its length in bits and if

1The issues of authenticity for the database and the records as a whole, and ensuring that the server returns all the current, requested
data, are outside our scope and can be dealt with the methods of [33, 36, 37, 31]. Typically the server may get to learn and sell the data, but
it gains little from returning the wrong data to its paying clients, and one may assume the server is protected from other adversaries. In any
case, the schemes we propose will achieve our notion of integrity without any additional computational or communication cost.

2Of course, a practical cryptographic scheme can always be broken by exhaustive key search, so one should only consider efficient
adversaries with reasonable computational power and running time, say several decades on a powerful machine.
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X,Y are strings thenX‖Y denotes the concatenation ofX andY . If S is a set thenX
$
← S denotes thatX is

selected uniformly at random fromS. For convinience, for anyk ∈ N we writeX1,X2, . . . ,Xk
$
← S as shorthand

for X1
$
← S,X2

$
← S, . . . ,Xn

$
← S. If A is a randomized algorithm thenA(x, y, . . . ;R), orA(x, y, . . .) for short,

denotes the result of runningA on inputsx, y, . . . and with coinsR, anda
$
← A(x, y, . . .) means that we choose

R at random and leta = A(x, y, . . . ;R). Oracle access, when given to algorithms (and denoted by superscript), is
done as a “black-box,” meaning the algorithms see only the input slots provided to it, but neither the code for the
oracle algorithm nor other, fixed inputs. A family of functions is a mapF : {0, 1}b ×{0, 1}c → {0, 1}c, where we
regard{0, 1}b as thekeyspacefor the function family in that akeyk ∈ {0, 1}b induces a particular function from
this family, which we denote byF (k, ·).

SYMMETRIC ENCRYPTION AND MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION.

Definition 3.1 [Symmetric encryption scheme]A symmetric encryption schemeSE = (K, E ,D) with associated
message spaceMsgSp(SE) consists of three algorithms. (1) The randomized key generation algorithmK returns

a secret keysk; we writesk
$
← K. (2) The (possibly randomized) encryption algorithmE takes input the secret key

sk and a plaintextm to return a ciphertext; we writeC
$
← E(sk,m) or C ← E(sk,m;R). If C = E(sk,m,R) for

some coinsR then we sayC is a valid ciphertext form undersk. (3) The deterministic decryption algorithmD
takes the secret keysk and a ciphertextC to return the corresponding plaintext or a special symbol⊥ indicating
that the ciphertext was invalid; we writem← D(sk, C) (or ⊥ ← D(sk, C).)

Consistency: we require thatD(sk, (E(sk,m)) = m for all m ∈ MsgSp(SE).

The idea behind security of encryption is that an adversary against a scheme should not be able to deduce any-
thing about the underlying message (except its length, which encryption cannot hide), upon seeing the ciphertext,
even if it has somea priori information of its choice about the message. This intuitionis captured via a notion
of “indistinguishability” of encryptions [10] that requires that no efficient adversary should be able to distinguish
between encryptions of two messages, even if the adversary can choose these two messages and request to see
ciphertexts of other different messages of its choice.

Definition 3.2 [Security of encryption] LetSE = (K, E ,D) be a symmetric encryption scheme withMsgSp(SE).
LetLR (left-or-right) be the “selector” that on inputm0,m1, b returnsmb. The schemeSE is said to besecure
against chosen-plaintext attackor ind-cpaif for every efficient adversaryB the value called the advantage ofB
Adv

ind-cpa
SE,B is sufficiently small, where

Adv
ind-cpa
SE,B = Pr[Exp

ind-cpa-0
SE,B = 0 ]− Pr[Exp

ind-cpa-1
SE,B = 0 ]

and the experiments above are defined forb ∈ {0, 1} and an ind-cpa adversaryB who is required to query
messages of equal length and inMsgSp(SE), as follows:

Experiment Exp
ind-cpa-b
SE,B

sk
$
← K ; d

$
← BE(sk,LR(·,·,b)) ; Returnd

Typically, one also gives a “chosen-ciphertext” version ofthe definition whereB has access to a special kind of
decryption oracle, and it is accepted that encryption should defend against such attacks. It turns out that we will
not require this from standard encryptions schemes for our constructions to achieve this type of security. Note
that the definition does not forbidB from using the same message as both components in a query to its left-or-
right encryption oracle, thus in this way it can also obtain the encryption of a message of its choice. Note that no
deterministic encryption scheme is ind-cpa.

Also note that we purposely do not mathematically define an “efficient” adversary and how “small” the advan-
tage should be. This will vary according to the particular appliation. For example, guaranteeing that all adversaries
whose running time is up to260 in some fixed RAM model of computation have maximum advantage2−20 would
usually be considered sufficient.
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Definition 3.3 [MAC] A deterministic message authentication code or MAC schemeMAC = (K,M,V) with
associated message spaceMsgSp(MAC) consists of three algorithms. (1) The randomized key generation algo-

rithmK returns a a secret keysk; we writesk
$
← K. (2) The deterministic mac algorithmM takes input the secret

keysk and a plaintextm to return a “mac” for m; we writeσ ←M(sk,m).3(3) The deterministic verification al-
gorithmV takes the secret keysk, a messagem, and a macσ to return a bitb ∈ {0, 1}. We writeb← V(sk,m, σ).
In the case that the aboveb is 1 we say thatσ is a valid mac form undersk.

Consistency: we require thatV(sk,m, (M(sk,m)) = 1 for all m ∈ MsgSp(SE).

More generally one can permitM to flip coins as well, but most practical message authentication schemes (e.g.,
CMAC or HMAC) are deterministic which is important for our context. Thus in this paper “MAC” means “deter-
ministic MAC.”

The standard definition of security of MACs, unforgeabilityunder chosen-message attacks (or uf-cma) requires
that no efficient adversary that sees macs of the messages of its choice can produce a valid mac for a new message.

Definition 3.4 [Security of MACs] A MAC schemeMAC = (K,M,V) is said to be unforgeable against chosen-
message attack or uf-cma if for every efficient adversaryB the valueAdvuf-cma

MAC,B called advantageof B is suffi-
ciently small, where

Advuf-cma
MAC,B = Pr[Expuf-cma

MAC,B = 1 ] and the experiment is defined as

Experiment Expuf-cma
MAC,B

sk
$
← K ; (m,σ)

$
← BM(sk,·),V(sk,·,·) ; ReturnV(sk,m, σ)

andB is not allowed to querym to its mac oracle.

We will also use an additional property of MACs, namely privacy preservation, originating recently in [11], that
requires the outputs of the MAC to hide information about themessages similarly to encryption.

Definition 3.5 [Privacy-preserving message authentication] [6, 11] A MAC schemeMAC = (K,M,V) is
said to beprivacy-preservingif for every efficient adversaryB the value called the advantage ofB Adv

pp-mac
MAC,B is

sufficiently small, where

Adv
pp-mac
MAC,B = Pr[Exp

pp-mac-0
MAC,B = 0 ]− Pr[Exp

pp-mac-1
MAC,B = 0 ]

and the experiments above are defined for the adversaryB and , b ∈ {0, 1} as follows

Experiment Exp
pp-mac-b
MAC,B

sk
$
← K ; d

$
← BM(sk,LR(·,·,b)) ; Returnd

AboveLR is the oracle that on inputm0,m1, b returnsmb; and we require that for any sequence of oracle queries
(m1,1,m1,2), . . . , (mq,1,mq,2) thatB can make to its oracle, there does not exist anymi,1 = mj,1 or mi,2 = mj,2

for i 6= j and moreover|mi,1| = |mi,2| for all i.

For our schemes, it will be useful to consider MACs that are uf-cma and also privacy preserving, and most practical
MACs are.

3In the cryptographic literature what we are denoting byM is often denoted by and called thetaggingalgorithm, but we will want to
use “tag” for something else.
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4 Efficiently-Searchable Authenticated Encryption

WHAT IS ESAE. We now define the syntax of an ESAE (Efficiently-Searchable Authenticated Encryption) scheme,
which can be used to encrypt the attribute values of a database and allow efficient processing of exact-match queries
on encrypted data.

Definition 4.1 [ESAE] LetSE = (K, E ,D) be a symmetric encryption scheme. We say thatESAE = (K, E ,D,F ,G)
an authenticated efficiently-searchable encryption(ESAE) scheme ifK, E ,D are the algorithms of a regular en-
cryption scheme andF ,G, are deterministic efficient algorithms where the former takes a secret key and message
as input and the latter takes a ciphertext and:
(1) Completeness:

Pr
[

sk
$
← K ; f1 ← F(sk,m1) ; g1 ← G(E(sk,m1)) : f1 = g1

]

= 1 and

(2) Soundness:

Pr
[

sk
$
← K ; (m0,m1)

$
←MSE : F(sk,m0) = G(E(sk,m1))

]

is sufficiently small,

for every messagem1 ∈ MsgSp(SE) and every efficient randomized algorithmMSE that outputs distinct mes-
sagesm0,m1 ∈ MsgSp(SE). We refer to the output ofF ,G as thetag of a messagem or a corresponding
ciphertextC.

At a high level, the algorithmF is used by the user to form queries, andG is needed by the server to be able
to index the encrypted dataa priori, using the standard data structures, and locate records on request (see below),
for which it is crucial thatF ,G are not randomized. Thus the completeness property ensuresthat encrypted data
can be efficiently searched, and the soundness property ensures that false positives do not occur too often so that
post-processing is efficient.

USAGE. We focus on the case that the soundness probability in the definition so small that each ciphertext essen-
tially has a unique tag; we will address increasing the number false-positive results later. Observe that in this case
completeness implies that the server will be able locate ciphertexts (or tags) of attribute values that correspond
to same ones used to form the query so that query processing can be done server-side in logarithmic-time in the
database size, meaning this time has not gone up over unencrypted data, and that this moreover can be done using
essentially the same interface and dynamic index structures for the tuples as for unencrypted relational databases,
which is appealing to implementors. Updates can thus be handled similarly, and the schema and metadata can also
be encrypted in this way.

Such exact-match functionality can also be used to build various other useful more-complicated query types.
These include equijoin and group-by, the latter of which is especially useful for example in supporting multi-
faceted search that projects among various dimensions (e.g. features/types of products). Moreover, the server can
ipso factocompute counts over the data, which would also be useful in this context for example to support a
product search interface that shows there are, say, 100 CRT and 200 LCD monitors in the database, and 100 15”,
100 17”, and 100 20” monitors. You click on LCD monitors link and it now shows 50 15”, 75 17”, and 75 20”
such monitors.

SECURITY OF ESAE. Efficient “searchability” (ensured by the completeness property) necessarily violates the
standard ind-cpa security for encryption. Thus we aim to provide a relaxed definition suitable for given functional-
ity. Let us first stay with the simpler case where no false-positive results are allowed (e.g. when users connect over
a low bandwidth channel or when the server needs to compute some aggregate query over a certain set of attribute
values). As in this case completeness implies that the server (and the adversary) will always be able to see what
ciphertexts correspond to equal plaintexts, and a securitydefinition should ensure that this isall the adversary can
learn. To this end we design an indistinguishability experiment (cf. Definition 3.2) where we disallow the adver-
sary from seeing ciphertexts of equal messages such that it can trivially succeed. The adversary can also mount
chosen-ciphertext attacks according to a relaxed chosen-ciphertext-security definition [4, 16] that is suitable for
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our application. For integrity of the data, we also want to require that no efficient adversary can produce a new ci-
phertext or change the existing one without the user noticing, which corresponds to a notion of ciphertext-integrity
for authenticated encryption [12].

Definition 4.2 [Security of authenticated efficiently-searchable encryption] Let SE = (K, E ,D,F ,G) be an
ESAE scheme. LetLR (left-or-right) be the selector that on inputm0,m1, b returnsmb. Let B be an adversary
who is given access to two oracles (called lr-encryption andthe decryption oracles). Forb ∈ {0, 1} define the
experiment:

Experiment Expind-esae-b
SE,B

sk
$
← K ; d

$
← BE(sk,LR(·,·,b)),D(sk,·)

If m 6= ⊥ was returned fromD(sk, ·) at any point thend← b
Returnd

We callB an esae adversaryif for any sequence of queries(m1,1,m1,2), . . . , (mq,1,mq,2) that B can make to its
lr-encryption oracle, there does not exist anymi,1 = mj,1 or mk,2 = ml,2 for i 6= j, k 6= l such thatmi,2 6= mj,2

or mk,1 6= ml,1, in addition to the usual requirements that|mi,1| = |mi,2| for all i and if B does not query the
decryption oracle on a ciphertext that has the same tag as anyciphertext that has been returned by the lr-encryption
oracle. Theadvantageof an esae adversaryB is defined as follows:

Advind-esae
SE,B = Pr[Expind-esae-0

SE,B = 0 ]− Pr[Expind-esae-1
SE,B = 0 ].

The ESAE schemeSE is said to beesae-secureif for every efficient privacy adversaryB the functionAdvind-esae
SE,B

is sufficiently small.

We note the similarity of ESAE to deterministic authenticated encryption (DAE), studied in [40] in the context
of transporting (encrypted) symmetric keys. However, the definition of security for DAE in [40] is shown there be
equivalent to that for “pseudorandom injections,” and we will see that an ESAE scheme need not be pseudorandom
nor deterministic (an injection), see Construction 5.1 andremark.

DISCUSSION. In the context of DAS, the server receives queries with tagsfor the data, the former of which it
would have computed itself, thus the definition of security we provide essentially guarantees that the server cannot
learn anything about the data of the user beyond its occurrence profile (or distribution), i.e. how many times a
given attribute value (without knowing anything else aboutit) occurs in the database and in which records, even
if it is one of only two possible such values that it can pick itself, and analogously the user access pattern. This
implicitly assumes however that the adversary cannot mounta chosen-plaintext attackafter seeing the database or
otherwise obtaina priori information about the data other than the message space (however our strong definition
ensures security would still hold if unrelated formerly-secret data that used to be stored in the database was later
published), which would be highly undesirable as it would allow to correlate all the places a plaintext occurs as well
as semantic correlation with other attribute values. We consider this to be a reasonable tradeoff for the functionality
and efficiency our schemes achieve: in our setting, such an attack would be difficult for the server (in particular
one can treat the server and network as separate adversaries, adding an “outer” layer of ind-cca encryption just for
client-server communication) and can moreover be addressed through other security measures.

As for authenticity (aka. integrity) of ciphertexts, our definition guarantees integrity in that any modification
or substitution (malicious or not) to the encrypted data is detected by the user. We not that authenticity is ensured
at the field level, and not on the record level or for the entiredatabase; an adversary can still, for example, switch
(encrypted) attribute values stored in different records.If the data is updated and returned as whole records, then
one can simply authenticate at the record level instead. In many applications, though, the server can be trusted to
return the correct ciphertexts to its paying customers (even when it may try to learn and sell their data). Thus one
should mainly protect against non-adversarial transmission or storage errors, and our definition does it.

INCREASEDFALSE-POSITIVES. Next let us consider if it is possible to hide the occurrenceprofile of the data and
still achieve comparable query-processing efficiency. Indeed, it seems intuitive that permitting false positive results
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(i.e. relaxing the soundness condition in Definition 4.1) via a “bucketization” technique where a fixed number of
randomly-chosen plaintexts correspond to each tag, [35, 34, 17], though requiring the client to do more work
to filter out these false-positives, would allow a proportional increase security by preventing the adversary from
correlating equal plaintexts. But we claim that this intuition is not always correct; in practice such information may
still be leaked. To see this, consider thea posterioriprobability of a plaintext occurring a certain number of times
given an occurrence distribution on the buckets; the “farther” the latter is from the uniform distribution means a
better estimate on the plaintext occurrence profile, and onecannot expect anything close to the uniform distribution
in practice. One solution would be make the bucket distribution instead depend on that of the input, but in particular
as noted in [35] this would require impractical communication cost between client and server as this distrbution
changes over time, and it is noted in [32] that such mappings are typically not efficiently computable, making
storing and managing them impractical. It is also natural toassume that most frequently occurring attribute values
are accessed most often, so analogously this kind of bucketization would not hide the user access pattern from
the server in a meaningful way, either. Moreover, the typical case that one would expect a uniform distribution
on the occurrence numbers of each attribute value for a field is when the attribute value is unique to a record,
e.g. employee ID number, but in this case such identifiers need to be keyed for use in updates or joins and so could
not be bucketized in any case.

COMPARISON TOKANTARCIOGLU-CLIFTON. The security definition of [30] guarantees that an adversary (e.g. the
server) cannot distinguish between two queries whose results sets have the same size, whereas ours reveals which
records are accessed by such queries. This hold even with respect to extremely powerful adversaries who can
mount chosen-ciphertext attacks, whereas our definition applies to somewhat more passive adversaries, which we
nevertheless believe is reasonable for the given application. On the other hand, the definition of [30] requires
server-side trusted hardware to achieve.

5 Proposed Constructions and Their Security Analyses

Note that the straight-forward schemes we discussed in the Introduction are insecure under Definition 4.2. Accord-
ingly we propose new schemes and analyze their security.

MAC-AND-ENCRYPT. We first present an “off-the-shelf” way to construct an ESAEscheme from any encryption
and MAC schemes and then analyze its security and comment on implementation.

Definition 5.1 [Mac-and-encrypt construction] Let SE = (KE , E ,D) be a (standard) symmetric encryption
scheme andMAC = (KM ,M,V) be a message authentication code. Then we define a new symmetric encryption
schemeSE∗ = (K∗, E∗,D∗,F ,G), whose constituent algorithms work as follows:

• K∗ setsskM
$
← KM andskE

$
← KE , then outputsskM‖skE.

• E∗ on inputskM‖skE ,m, setsσ ←M(skM ,m) andC
$
← E(skE ,m), then outputsσ‖C.

• D∗ on inputskM‖skE , σ‖C, first setsm← D(skE , C) and thenb← V(skM ,m, σ). It outputsm if b = 1
and⊥ otherwise.

• F andG on inputsskM‖skE ,m andσ‖C, respectively, returnM(skM ,m) andσ.

We first argue thatSE∗ is an ESAE scheme ifMAC is uf-cma. We letF andG from the definition be the
algorithms that on inputsskM‖skE ,m andσ‖C, respectively, returnM(skM ,m) andσ. Clearly this satisfies
completeness. The soundness condition relies on the uf-cmasecurity ofMAC. Namely, supposeMAC is uf-cma
but there is an algorithmMSE that outputsm0,m1 such thatM(skM ,m0) =M(skM ,m1) with high probability.
This violates uf-cma security as follows. We construct a uf-cma adversaryB as per Definition 3.4 that first runs
MSE to receive its output(m0,m1) then queries its signing oracle forM(sk,m0) to get backσ, and finally itself
returns(m1, σ). By the forgoing assumption onMSE this adversary has high uf-cma advantage, a contradiction.
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Theorem 5.2 Let SE = (KE , E ,D) be a symmetric encryption scheme andMAC = (KM ,M,V) be a deter-
ministic MAC. Then letSE∗ = (K∗, E∗,D∗,F ,G) be the mac-and-encrypt ESAE scheme defined according to
Definition 5.1. We have thatSE∗ is esae-secure ifSE is ind-cpa andMAC is uf-cma and privacy-preserving.
More precisely, letA be an esae adversary againstSE∗ making at mostqe lr-encryption queries and at mostqd

decryption queries. Then there exists a mac-privacy adversary B1, a uf-cma adversaryB2 againstMAC and
ind-cpa adversaryB3 againstSE such that

Advind-esae
SE∗,A ≤ 2Adv

pp-mac
MAC,B1

+ 2qdAdvuf-cma
MAC,B2

+ Adv
ind-cpa
SE,B3

. (1)

The proof is given in Appendix A.
There are many efficient and standardized provably-secure symmetric encryption and MAC schemes that can

be used to build an ESAE scheme according to Definition 5.1. Our recommendations for encryption schemes
include CBC and CTR (aka the counter or XOR) encryption modesbased on the AES block cipher, which are
proven to be ind-cpa under the assumption that AES is a pseudorandom function (PRF) [10]. For MACs, one can
use SHA-1 or SHA-256 and AES-based HMAC or CMAC (a variation of CBC-MAC), proven uf-cma assuming
the underlying hash function is collision-resistant or PRFand the block cipher is PRF [9, 6, 14]. Theorem 5.2
implies that the resulting mac-and-encrypt ESAE is secure under the respective assumptions.

We remark that in database literature (e.g. [26]), some proposed solutions for this problem suggest to use a
“random one-to-one mapping” whose output is included with aciphertext, in order to facilitate “searchability.”
Thus one interesting implication of the above result is thatsuch a map need not be random, or even pseudorandom,
in order to achieve the best-possible notion of security. This may not be merely of theoretical interest, as recent
results [6] have established that security of popular HMAC instatiations (which in particular is a PRF) now relies
on somewhat non-standard assumptions that may not in fact hold [19].

ENCRYPT-WITH-MAC . We now present a construction that is more computation-efficient on the client side and
more communication-efficient over the network. This can be crucial, for example, when users have a low-
bandwidth connection to the database or are connecting via abattery-constrained device [36]. The idea is to
use the mac of the plaintext “inside” the encryption, namelyas the randomness used in the encryption algorithm
of a standard encryption scheme.

Definition 5.3 [Encrypt-with-mac construction] Let SE = (KE , E ,D) be a (standard) symmetric encryption
scheme andMAC = (KM ,M,V) be a deterministic MAC. Then we define a new symmetric encryption scheme
SE∗ = (K∗, E∗,D∗,F ,G), whose constituent algorithms work as follows:

• K∗ setsskM
$
← KM andskE

$
← KE , then outputsskM‖skE.

• E∗ on inputskM‖skE ,m, setsσ ←M(skM ,m) andC ← E(skE ,m;σ), then outputsC.

• D∗ on inputskM‖skE , C, first setsm ← D(skE, C). It outputsm if C = E(skE,m;M(skM ,m)) and⊥
otherwise.

• F is same asE∗. G on inputC returnsC.

To see thatSE∗ is an ESAE scheme, we note that the completeness requirementis clearly satisfied and the proba-
bility in the soundness requirement is zero here due to the consistency requirement in Definition 3.1.

Ideally, we would like to prove that the above construction is ESAE-secure assuming thatMAC is a uf-cma
andSE∗ is ind-cpa secure. However, slightly stronger assumptionsturns out to be needed, but they are met by
practical schemes anyway. First, we will need the mac algorithm ofMAC to be a pseudorandom function (PRF).
Naturally, this requires a mac to “look like random bits” without the secret key, a well-studied notion formalized
as follows.
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Definition 5.4 A family of functions is a mapF : {0, 1}b × {0, 1}c → {0, 1}c, where we regard{0, 1}b as the
keyspacefor the function family in that akeyk ∈ {0, 1}b induces a particular function from this family, which we
denote byF (k, ·). The familyF is said to bepseudorandom(or a PRF) if for every efficient adversaryB given
oracle access to a function, its advantage

Adv
prf
F,B = Pr

[

BF (k,·) = 0
]

− Pr
[

BQ(·) = 0
]

is sufficiently small, whereF (k, ·) is the oracle for a random instance ofF (specified by a randomly chosen
keyk) andQ(·) is the oracle for a truly random function with the domain and range ofF (k, ·). Pseudorandom
permutations (PRPs) are defined analogously, and in this case the adversaryB above is also given an inversion
oracle.

Most known MACs are PRFs.
To define the assumption needed for encryption, let us say that an encryption schemeSE = (K, E ,D) has a

max-collision probabilitymcSE if we have that:

Pr [E(sk,m,R1) = E(sk,m,R2)] ≤ mcSE ,

for everym ∈ MsgSp(SE), where the probability is taken over the random choices of the key sk and coins
R1, R2 (chosen independently).

All practical encryption schemes satisfy the above property. The proof of the following is in Appendix A.

Theorem 5.5 LetSE = (KE , E ,D) be a (standard) symmetric encryption scheme andMAC = (KM ,M,V) be
a deterministic MAC. LetSE∗ = (K∗, E∗,D∗) be the encrypt-with-mac ESAE scheme defined via Definition 5.3.
ThenSE∗ is esae-secure ifMAC is a PRF andSE is ind-cpa and has sufficiently small max-collision probability.
More precisely, letA be an esae adversary againstSE making at mostqe encryption queries andqd decryption
queries. Then there exists an ind-cpa adversaryB againstSE and a prf adversary D againstMAC such that:

Advind-esae
SE∗,A ≤ Adv

ind-cpa
SE,B + 2Adv

prf
MAC,D +

2qd

mcSE
.

The same recommendations for the underlying schemes (CBC, CTR modes, and HMAC and CMAC) we gave
for the mac-and-encrypt construct apply here. As we mentioned, CBC and CTR are proven to be ind-cpa assuming
the base block cipher is PRF. Randomized CBC and CTR have max-collision probability2−128 when used with
AES and the counter-based CTR has zero max-collision probability. HMAC was recently proved to be a PRF
assuming the underlying hash function is PRF [6], and CMAC isknown to be PRF assuming the base block cipher
is PRF; Theorem 5.5 implies that the resulting encrypt-with-mac ESAE scheme is secure under these respective
assumptions.

We remark that our construction is similar to the SIV (“synthetic initialization vector”) construction for deter-
ministic authenticated encryption (DAE) in [40]. Indeed, it is straightforward to check that a secure DAE scheme
as defined in [40] is also secure as an ESAE scheme. However, our construction and analysis is in fact somewhat
more general than the SIV construction, which pertains onlyto some “initialization-vector-based” symmetric en-
cryption schemes (including CBC and CTR) that implicitly guarantee to meet the max-collision requirement that
we pinpoint for security.

6 Prefix-Preserving Efficiently-Searchable AuthenticatedEncryption

PREFIX-MATCHING QUERIES. We extend our ESAE framework to encryption that allows to efficiently process
prefix-matching queries, i.e. locating records whose attribute value starts with a given prefix, for example all phone
numbers starting with country-code 86. (Observe that processing such queries [as well as range queries, which
we address later] still takes linear time in the database size if the data is encrypted with an ESAE developed in
the previous section.) While arguably not as fundamental a query type, they can be very useful in some contexts
and we are able to pinpoint the “right” ideal object for supporting such queries, which generalizes an approach
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previously suggested for supporting range queries [32] andwill also help us develop an understanding of the basic
security challenges for the latter.

Our treatment builds on the study of “online ciphers” (so-called because they can be used on streaming data
without buffering) in [7], which we view as deterministic length-preserving encryption schemes whose input is
composed of fixed-length blocks (which we view as “characters” in the prefixes), where theith block of the output
depends only on the firsti blocks of the input. Thus if two plaintexts agree on their first k characters then so do
their ciphertexts. Following Definition 4, to show this implies efficient prefix-searchability (via appropriate server-
side index structures for the tuples) we can make functionsF ,G return the encryption of anl-character prefix and
the firstl characters of a ciphertext; completeness one and soundnesszero follows from the fact that encryption is
deterministic.

In our construction the characters of a prefix are of the input-length for an underlying block cipher (e.g.64
bits or4 UTF-16 characters using DES-variants). At the cost of revealing more information to the server for more
flexible granularity of prefixes in the queries abitwiseprefix-preserving scheme of Xu et al. [43] can similarly be
used here (an issue we will return to later), which makes one block cipher computation perbit of the input. We
observe that this may be too inefficient for, say, text files asinput. Moreover, as for our previous schemes our
construction also achieves ciphertext-integrity, whereas it seems hard to somehow modify the former to achieve
such a notion.4

SECURITY. The stronger security definition for an online cipher in [7]requires it to be indistinguishable from an
“ideal” object that is a function drawn at random from a family of all possible such “online” permutations with
the corresponding domain, even when given access to the corresponding “inverter” decryption oracle. Note that
for example applying encryption character-by-character is completely insecure: encryptions of “HAT” and “BAT”
should look totally unrelated in this setting despite sharing a suffix. We also formulate an additional property of
ciphertext-integrity, and thus the encryption algorithm should contain some redundancy at the end so the ciphertext
is verifiable. For our definition, we use an ideal object that encrypts a message with a random block appended, and
the decryption oracle in the ideal experiment always returns⊥ to capture the intuition that the adversary should
not be able to create a new valid ciphertext. The novelty of our definition is its generality: it uses only the ideal
object in question and without any specific redundancy.

Definition 6.1 [Security of prefix-preserving ESAE] Let SE = (K, E ,D) be a length- and prefix-preserving
symmetric encryption scheme whose message spaceMsgSpSE contains messages of multiple of block-lengthn
and letd be the maximum possible number of blocks (hereafter we denote the set of such strings byDd ,n). Let
OPermd,n denote the family of all length- and prefix-preserving permutations onDd ,n . Let⊥(·) denote the oracle
that always returns⊥ and r denote a randomn-bit block (picked fresh each time it is encountered). For an
adversaryA with access to two oracles define the experiments:

Experiment Exp
pp-0
SE,A

sk
$
← K ; d

$
← AE(sk,·),D(sk,·)

Returnd

Experiment Exp
pp-1
SE,A

g
$
← OPermd+1,n ; d

$
← Ag(·||r),⊥(·)

Returnd

We callA a pp-adversaryif it never repeats queries, never queries a response from its first oracle to its second,
and all queries to its first oracle belong toDd ,n and queries to its second belong toDd+1 ,n . The pp-advantage of
a A is defined as follows:

Adv
pp
SE,A = Pr[Exp

pp-0
SE,A = 0 ]− Pr[Exp

pp-1
SE,A = 0 ].

The schemeSE is said to bepp-secureif for every efficient pp-adversaryA the probabilityAdv
pp
SE,B is sufficiently

small.
4Of course, one can always achieve authenticity using a MAC ontop of the encryption scheme, but the point is that this wouldbe

excessive in some applications.
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DISCUSSION. Analogous to the case of exact-match queries (see Section 4, discussion), our security definition
here ensures that the server cannot learn anything about thedata except which attribute values share a same prefix,
which is obviously unavoidable in this context, where the granularity of such prefix-correlation is given by the
length of the block cipher used in our construction below (and on the other hand it is bit-wise for the less-efficient,
no-authenticity scheme of [43]). Here one has to be wary of frequency-based (in terms how manydistinctplaintexts
with a given prefix occur in the database) deduction of some prefixes when using text data, which may require
adding bogus data to balance these frequencies. We stress that this analysis holdsonly in the presence of prefix-
matching (or exact-match) queries. In a generalization andrefinement of the approach of [32] that we present in
Appendix 7, we show that our schemecan be used to efficiently support range-query processing as well but our
security analysis is much more delicate.

OUR CONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS. As in [7], appealing constructions such as the authenticated encryption
scheme OCB [39] with fixed IV can be shown insecure under Definition 6.1. We design a prefix-preserving ESAE
scheme based on an interesting modification of the HPCBC cipher [7, Construction 8.1] that appends an all-zero
block to a message to encrypt and uses a different block cipher on this last block to also achieve ciphertext-integrity,
which may also be of independent interest.5 It is efficient and uses one block cipher and one hash functionoperation
per one block of input.

Definition 6.2 Let E: {0, 1}ek × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n be a block cipher. LetH: {0, 1}hk × {0, 1}2n → {0, 1}n

be a family of functions. We associate to them a prefix-preserving ESAE schemeHPCBC
+ = (K, E ,D) defined

as follows. The key generation algorithm chooses randomly akeyeK‖eK ′‖hK whereeK , eK ′ are (independent)
keys forE andhK is a key forH. The encryption and decryption algorithms are defined as follows:

Algorithm E(eK ‖eK ′‖hK , m)
{ Parsem asm[1] . . .m[l]
C[0]← 0n ; m[0]← 0n

For i = 1, . . . , l do
R← m[i− 1]||C[i− 1]
P [i]← H(hK, R)⊕m[i]
C[i]← E(eK, P [i])⊕H(hK, R)}

R← m[l]‖C[l]
P [l + 1]← H(hK , R)⊕ 0n

C[l + 1]← E(eK ′, P [l + 1])⊕H(hK ,R)
ReturnC[1] . . . C[l + 1]

Algorithm D(eK‖hK , C)
{ParseC asC[1] . . . C[l + 1] with l ≥ 1
C[0]← 0n ; m[0]← 0n

For i = 1, . . . , l do
R← m[i− 1]||C[i− 1]
P [i]← E−1(eK, C[i]⊕H(hK, R))
m[i]← H(hK, R)⊕ P [i]}

R← m[l]‖C[l]
P [l + 1]← E−1(eK ′, C[l + 1]⊕H(hK , R))
m[l + 1]← H(hK , R)⊕ P [l + 1]
If m[l + 1] = 0n then returnm[1] . . .m[l + 1]
Else return⊥

We note that the 6 first lines of the algorithms (i.e. the part between braces) could be expressed more compactly
asC[1] . . . C[l] ← HPCBC(eK‖hK ,m) andm[1] . . . m[l] ← HPCBC

−1(eK‖hK , C). This explicit description
of HPCBC is given here for completeness. To see the benefit of using our construction over plain HPCBC note
that encryption along with a separate MAC (e.g. CMAC) to additionally achieve integrity would roughly double
the computation time as compared to our construction.

Security of the scheme is based on the security of the underlying block cipher and the hash function. The
corresponding definitions of PRP-CCA security of a block cipher and of almost-xor-universal hash functions is
recalled in [7]. AES is believed to be PRP-CCA, and [7] provide references for secure hash function constructions.
The proof (that also contains concrete security results) ofthe following theorem is in Appendix A.

Theorem 6.3 LetE: {0, 1}ek × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n be a block cipher that is a PRP-CCA. and letH: {0, 1}hk ×
{0, 1}2n → {0, 1}n be an almost-xor-universal family of hash functions. ThenHPCBC

+ defined via Definition 6.2
is a pp-secure prefix-preserving ESAE scheme.

5In fact our construction treats HPCPC as a black-box so any on-line cipher that is OPRP-CCA (see [7] for the definition) canbe used,
but we suggest HPCBC for concreteness.
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7 On Efficient Range-Query Processing from Prefix-Preserving Schemes

In [32] it is shown that encrypting data via a bit-wise prefix-preserving scheme allows efficient (as opposed to
scanning the whole database) range queries over the data by specifying the possible prefixes for a desired range.
Introducing our prefix-preserving ESAE as well provides a generalized approach, where the block size is not just
one bit but a variable parameter. It was shown in [32] that certain attacks are possible if their scheme is used for
range queries. We leave it to the future work to generalize such attacks and discuss what is the best level of security
prefix-preserving schemes can provide.

8 Conclusions and Open Problems

We have presented new security models and the first practical, provably-secure constructions to support several
basic query types one would like for outsourced databases. While as noted in Section 4 our schemes naturally
support outsourcing counting operations over the data, it would be desirable to also outsource other types of
aggregate queries, e.g. sum and average, as well. The latteris challenging in the symmetric setting due to the lack
of homomorphic encryption schemes. An approach explored in[35] is to instead include some other “aggregate”
information with the ciphertexts but it remains to develop aproper understanding of security for such schemes.
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A Proofs.

A.1 Proof of Theorem 5.2.

Here are the adversaries for the proof.

Adversary B
M(sk,LR(·,·,b))
1

skM
$

← KM ; skE
$

← KE ; b′
$

← {0, 1}
RunA twice (independently),
replying to its oracle queries as follows:

On lr-encryption query (m0, m1):

First time:

σ
$

←M(skM , m0) ; C ← E(skE , mb′)
Returnσ‖C

Second time:

σ
$

←M(sk,LR(m0, m1, b)) ; C ← E(skE , mb′)
Returnσ‖C
On decryption query Y :

Return⊥
Let d0, d2 be the respective outputs ofA
If d2 = d0 then return0 else return1

Adversary B
M(sk,·),V(sk,·,·)
2

skE
$

← KE ; b
$

← {0, 1} ; ctr← 0 ; n
$

← {1, . . . qd}
RunA, replying to its oracle queries as follows:

On lr-encryption query (m0, m1):

σ
$

←M(sk, mb) ; C ← E(skE , mb) Returnσ‖C
On decryption query Y :

ParseY asσ‖C ; ctr ← ctr + 1
If ctr = n then abort and return(D(skE , C), σ)
Else return⊥

Adversary B
E(sk,LR(·,·,b))
3

sk
$

← KM

RunA, replying to its oracle queries as follows:
On lr-encryption query (m0, m1):

C
$

← E(sk,LR(m0, m1, b)) ; σ ←M(skM , m0) Returnσ‖C
On decryption query Y : Return⊥

Let d be the output ofA, returnd

We claim they satisfy the given relation. To establish the claim, we use the code-based game-playing proof tech-
nique in the style of [13]. Following [8], let us first recall some fundamentals of this technique.

A game consists of an Initialize procedure, procedures thatrespond to adversary oracle queries, and a Finalize
procedure. Below we present a total of four games. GamesG1 − G3 have the same Initialize procedure, this
being the one shown with the boxed statement included, then this procedure for gameG4 has this boxed statement
removed. The procedure to respond to lr-encryption queriesis the same for all games, which is shown just below
the former. The procedure to respond to decryption queries includes the boxed statement in the given code for
gameG1, then omits it for the remaining games. The finalize procedure includes the boxed statement in the top
right code for gamesG1, G2, then drops it for gamesG3, G4.

procedure Initialize GamesG1 −G3/G4

skM
$

← KM ; skE
$

← KE

b, b′
$

← {0, 1} If b 6= b′ then b′ ← b

On lr-encryption query (m0, m1): All Games

σ ←M(skM , mb′) ; C
$

← E(skE , mb)
Returnσ‖C

On decryption query Y : GameG1/G2 −G4

ParseY asσ‖C ; m← D(skE , C)
If M(skM , m) = σ then

bad← true ; Returnm else return⊥

procedure Finalize(d): GameG1, G2/G3, G4

If m 6= ⊥ was decryptedd← b
Returnd

We will be executingA with each of these games. The execution ofA with Gi is determined as follows.
First, the Initialize procedure executes. Variables set inthis procedure are global to the rest of the code. Now the
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adversaryA executes, its lr-encryption and decryption oracle queriesbeing answered by the procedures for this
purpose associated toGi. The outputd of A becomes the input to the Finalize procedure ofGi. The output of the
game is whatever is returned by the Finalize procedure. We let “GA

i ⇒ b” denote the event that the output of Game
Gi, when executed withA, is the bitb chosen at random in the Initialize procedure.

Equation (1) follows from the following sequence of inequalities, which it remains to justify:

1

2
+

1

2
Advind-esae

SE∗,A = Pr[GA
1 ⇒ b ] ≤ Pr[GA

2 ⇒ b ] + Pr[GA
1 setsbad ] (2)

≤ Pr[GA
2 ⇒ b ] + qdAdvuf-cma

MAC,B2
≤ Pr[GA

3 ⇒ b ] + qdAdvuf-cma
MAC,B2

(3)

≤ Pr[GA
4 ⇒ b ] + qdAdvuf-cma

MAC,B2
+ Adv

pp-mac
MAC,B1

(4)

≤
1

2
+

1

2
Adv

ind-cpa
SE,B3

+ qdAdvuf-cma
MAC,B2

+ Adv
pp-mac
MAC,B1

(5)

The advantageAdvind-esae
MAC,B , defined as the difference in the probabilities that two experiments return 1, is, as usual,

also equal to2p − 1 wherep is the probability that the adversary correctly guesses thechallenge bitb in a game
where we pickb at random and run the adversary with the first experiment ifb = 1 and the second ifb = 0. Game
G1 is exactly this game written in a convenient way. We have justified Equation (2).

Equation (2) follows from the Fundamental Lemma in [13], which says that difference in the probabilities that
two identical-until-bad games return1 is bounded by the probability thatbad is set. Consider the uf-cma adversary
B2 presented in above. As in the proof of the Fundamental Lemma in [13], we can consider a common finite set of
coins associated with the executions ofB2 andA with G1. Suppose thatA is executed withG1 with a particular
sequence of coinsCoins from this set. Ifbad is set, it means thatA has produced a mac form as defined in the
procedure to respond to decryption queries, just as it wouldhave in the uf-cma experiment (recall that we disallow
queries with the same tag, and that the MAC is deterministic,meaning there is one tag per message). Thus when
A is executed withCoins as a subroutine ofB2, if n has the correct ordinal number for this query thenB2 outputs
a valid forgery forMAC. Equation (3) then follows from taking probabilities over the random choice ofCoins as
well as the (independent) coins used in the overlying experiments.

Now notice that whenG2 is executed,⊥ can never be returned in the procedure to respond to decryption
oracle queries. Thus we can drop the boxed code there withoutaffecting the distribution of its output, resulting the
equivalent game we callG3. This justifies Equation (3).

Next we are interested inPr[GA
3 ⇒ b] − Pr[GA

4 ⇒ b]. As before, let us compare the execution ofA with G3

to the pp-mac adversaryB1 presented above. Let “GA,i,j
4 ⇒ b” denote the event thatA outputsb ∈ {0, 1} when

run withG4 hardwired withb = i andb′ = j andb = i denote the event that gameG4 sets the bitb to i during its
execution withA. Then we have:

Pr[GA
3 ⇒ b]− Pr[GA

4 ⇒ b] ≤ Pr[b = 0 ∧ b′ = 1](Pr[GA,0,0
4 ⇒ 0]− Pr[GA,0,1

4 ⇒ 0] + Pr[GA,0,0
4 ⇒ 1]

− Pr[GA,0,1
4 ⇒ 1]) + Pr[b = 1 ∧ b′ = 0]([GA,1,1

4 ⇒ 0]− Pr[GA,1,0
4 ⇒ 0]

+ Pr[GA,1,1
4 ⇒ 1]− Pr[GA,1,0

4 ⇒ 1]).

The above is a standard conditioning argument, expandingPr[GA
4 ⇒ b] − Pr[GA

3 ⇒ b] accordingly. Similarly,
comparing the code of gameG4 and adversaryB1 and working from the opposite direction, we can get:

Adv
pp-mac
MAC,B1

≥ Pr[b = 0](Pr[GA,0,0
4 ⇒ 0]2 + Pr[GA,0,0

4 ⇒ 1]2) + Pr[b = 1](Pr[GA,1,0
4 ⇒ 0]2 + Pr[GA,1,0

4 ⇒ 1]2)

− Pr[b = 0](Pr[GA,0,0
4 ⇒ 0] Pr[GA,0,1

4 ⇒ 0] + Pr[GA,0,0
4 ⇒ 1] Pr[GA,0,1

4 ⇒ 1])

− Pr[b = 1](Pr[GA,1,0
4 ⇒ 0] Pr[GA,1,1

4 ⇒ 0] + Pr[GA,1,0
4 ⇒ 1] Pr[GA,1,1

4 ⇒ 1])

≥ Pr[b = 0]
1

2
(Pr[GA,0,0

4 ⇒ 0]− Pr[GA,0,1
4 ⇒ 0]) + Pr[b = 0]

1

2
(Pr[GA,0,0

4 ⇒ 1]− Pr[GA,0,1
4 ⇒ 1])

+ Pr[b = 1]
1

2
(Pr[GA,1,0

4 ⇒ 0]− Pr[GA,1,1
4 ⇒ 0]) + Pr[b = 1]

1

2
(Pr[GA,1,0

4 ⇒ 1]− Pr[GA,1,1
4 ⇒ 1]),
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where the last inequality follows from the fact that if, e.g., the eventsGA,0,0
4 ⇒ 0, GA,0,0

4 ⇒ 1 do not take the
uniform distribution, thenPr[GA,0,0

4 ⇒ 0](Pr[GA,0,0
4 ⇒ 0]−Pr[GA,0,1

4 ⇒ 0]) + Pr[GA,0,0
4 ⇒ 1](Pr[GA,0,0

4 ⇒ 1]−

Pr[GA,0,1
4 ⇒ 1]) can only go up. Using independence of settingb, b′ from the other events in question, we deduce

thatPr[GA
3 ⇒ b]− Pr[GA

4 ⇒ b] ≤ Adv
pp-mac
MAC,B1

as desired to justify Equation (4).
Finally, Equation (5) then follows easily from comparing the code ofG4 to that of the ind-cpa adversaryB3.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 5.5.

Let A be an esae adversary againstSE making at mostqe encryption queries andqd decryption queries. Then we
claim there exists an ind-cpa adversaryB againstSE such that:

Advind-esae
SE∗,A ≤ Adv

ind-cpa
SE,B + 2Adv

prf
MAC +

2qd

mcSE
,

which implies the theorem. As usual in reduction-based security proofs, since we assume thatMAC is a PRF, we
can first substituteMAC in the construction with a truly random function for the analysis. Hence the analysis in
the proof of Theorem 4.3 in [8] shows an esae adversary against SE∗ making at mostqd decryption queries has at
most aqd/mcSE∗ chance of querying a new valid ciphertext to its decryption oracle, and, as an esae adversary is not
allowed to repeat components of its encryption queries, thefollowing ind-cpa adversaryB againstSE otherwise
perfectly simulates for any esae adversaryA againstSE∗:

Adversary BE(sk,LR(·,·,b))

RunA, answering its oracle queries as follows:
On lr-encryption query(m0,m1) returnE∗(sk,LR(m0,m1, b))
On decryption queryC: Return⊥
Until A halts with outputd
Returnd

We use here thatMAC is a truly random function sinceE uses truly random coins to encrypt, whereasE∗

(whichA is expecting) uses the mac of the message as the coins. By a game-playing argument (see Appendix??),
we can conclude the claim.

A.3 Proof of Theorem 6.3.

Let B be an odae-adversary againstHPCBC
+ making at mostqe encryption queries andqd decryption queries of

at mostd blocks of lengthn each. We prove that:

Adv
pp

HPCBC
+,A

≤ Adv
prp-cca
E + Adv

oprp-cpa
HPCBC

+

(

1

1− qe(qe−1)
2n

+
1

1− qd(qd−1)
2n

)

Advaxu
H +

qe(qe − 1) + qd

2n−1
, (6)

which implies the theorem.
The proof uses ideas from the proof of Theorem 8.3 in [7]. For1 ≤ j, j′ ≤ q, we say that query a querymj′ is l-

trivial (the negation beingl-nontrivial) if there exists some querymj with j < j′ such thatnl ≤ |LCPn(mj ,mj′)|.
For the proof, we employ the code-based game-playing proof technique of [13]. Consider the following games

associated with the execution ofB shown in Figure 1.
First observe thatAdv

pp

HPCBC
+,B

= Pr[GA
1 ⇒ 0 ]−Pr[GA

6 ⇒ 0 ], by noting that the difference between game

G6 here and the “ideal” experiment in Definition 6.1 is that for latter, what we call blockC[l + 1] in G6 actually
takes valueg(C[1]‖ . . . ‖C[l]‖r), but sincer is picked anew at random there andA never gets any information
about it, by Proposition 3.5 in [7]m[l + 1] has the same distribution in either case. Now a standard substitution
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argument gives us
Pr[GA

1 ⇒ 0 ] ≤ Pr[GA
2 ⇒ 0 ]+Adv

prp-cca
E +Adv

oprp-cpa
HPCBC

and by the Fundamental Lemma of Game Playing we
also have thatPr[GA

2 ⇒ 0 ] ≤ Pr[GA
4 ⇒ 0 ] + Pr[GA

2 setsbad0 ] + Pr[GA
3 setsbad1 ]. On the other hand, the

lemma also yields
Pr[GA

6 ⇒ 0 ] ≥ Pr[GA
5 ⇒ 0 ] − Pr[GA

5 setsbad ], and by way of Claim 8.6 in [7] we find thatPr[GA
4 ⇒ 0 ] −

Pr[GA
5 ⇒ 0 ] ≤ 0. Putting this all together, we deduce:

Adv
pp

HPCBC
+,B

= Pr[GA
1 ⇒ 0 ]− Pr[GA

6 ⇒ 0 ]

≤ Pr[GA
4 ⇒ 0 ]− Pr[GA

5 ⇒ 0 ] + Adv
prp-cca
E

+ Adv
oprp-cpa
HPCBC

+ Pr[GA
2 setsbad0 ] + Pr[GA

3 setsbad1 ]

≤ Pr[GA
4 ⇒ 0 ]− Pr[GA

5 ⇒ 0 ] + Pr[GA
5 setsbad ]

+ Adv
prp-cca
E + Adv

oprp-cpa
HPCBC

+ Pr[GA
2 setsbad0 ]

+ Pr[GA
3 setsbad1 ]

≤ Adv
prp-cca
E + Adv

oprp-cpa
HPCBC

+ Pr[GA
2 setsbad0 ] + Pr[GA

3 setsbad1 ] + Pr[GA
5 setsbad ]

It remains to bound the probability thatbad is set for the various terms above. First we look at gameG5 and
ask the probability thatbad is set there when executed withA. For the top case (meaning the first point in the
code at whichbad can be set) observe that if the decryption queryC is l-nontrivial thenC[l + 1] is random and
independent of everything else, thus by the birthday bound the total probability thatbad is set in this top case is
at mostqe(qe − 1)/2n (recall the blocks are of sizen). By analogous reasoning, in the bottom case the bound is
qd/2

n, thus taking a union bound of both we havePr[GA
4 setsbad ] ≤ (qe(qe − 1) + qd)/2

n.
Next we consider gameG2 and bound the probabilitybad0 is set when executed withA in the top case here as

follows. Prop. 3.5 of [7] and the the birthday bound tell us the probability that for alll-nontrivial queriesm that
A makes to its encryption oracle the corresponding blocksC[l] are distinct is at least1 − (qe(qe − 1)/2n). Now
assuming they are all distinct, if the blocksP [l + 1] agree across any two such queries this violates the almost-xor-
universality ofH since the corresponding values ofR in its input must differ. In other words,Pr[GA

2 setsbad0 ] ≤
(1/(1− (qe(qe − 1)/2n)) + 1/(1− (qd(qd − 1)/2n)))Advaxu

H , where we use symmetry of the construction and a
union bound; the adversary works analogously to that for Claim 8.9 in [7].

Finally, using the same justification as above (for whenG5 sets bad), we have thatPr[GA
3 setsbad1 ] ≤

(qe(qe − 1) + qd)/2
n, which fills in the remaining term as desired; combining like-terms and simplifying gives

Equation (6).
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GameG1

procedure Initialize:

eK , eK ′ $
← {0, 1}ek ; hK

$
← {0, 1}hk

g
$
← OPermd+1,n

On encryption query m:
C[1] . . . C[l]← HPCBC(eK‖hK ,m)
R← m[l]‖C[l]
P [l + 1]← H(hK , R)⊕ 0n

C[l + 1]← E(eK ′, P [l]) ⊕H(hK ,R)
ReturnC[1] . . . C[l + 1]
On decryption query C:
ParseC asC[1] . . . C[l + 1] with l ≥ 1
m[1] . . . m[l]← HPCBC

−1(eK‖hK , C[1] . . . C[l])
R← m[l]‖C[l]
P [l + 1]← E−1(eK ′, C[l + 1]⊕H(hK , R))
m[l + 1]← H(hK , R)⊕ P [l + 1]
If m[l + 1] = 0n then returnm[1] . . . m[l + 1]
Else return⊥
procedure Finalize(d) :
If m 6= ⊥ was decrypted then

d← 0
Returnd

GameG5/G6

procedure Initialize:
L← ∅

g′
$
← OPermd+1,n ; g

$
← OPermd,n

On encryption query m:
C[1] . . . C[l]← g(m)
C ′[1]‖ . . . ‖C ′[l]‖C[l + 1]← g′(C[1]‖ . . . ‖C[l]‖0n)
If C[l + 1] ∈ L andC is l-nontrivial then
bad← true ; abort and return1
L← L ∪ C[l + 1]
ReturnC[1] . . . C[l + 1]
On decryption query C:
m[1] . . . m[l + 1]← g′(−1)(C)
If m[l + 1] = 0n then

bad← true ; abort and return1
Return⊥
procedure Finalize(d) :
Returnd

GameG2/G3/G4

procedure Initialize:
LP , LC , LQ ← ∅
hK ← {0, 1}hk

g
$
← OPermd+1,n

π
$
← Permn ; b

$
← {0, 1}

On encryption query m:
C[1] . . . C[l]← g(m)
R← m[l]‖C[l]
P [l + 1]← H(hK , R)⊕ 0n

If P [l + 1] ∈ LP andm is l-nontrivial then
bad0 ← true ; ADD: abort and return1

LP ← LP ∪ P [l + 1]
C[l + 1]← π(P [l]) ⊕H(hK ,R)
If C[l + 1] ∈ LC andm is l-nontrivial then

bad1 ← true ; ADD: abort and return1

LC ← LC ∪ C[l + 1]
ReturnC[1] . . . C[l + 1]
On decryption query C:
ParseC asC[1] . . . C[l + 1] with l ≥ 1
m[1] . . . m[l]← g−1(C[1] . . . C[l])
R← m[l]‖C[l]
Q[l + 1]← C[l + 1]⊕H(hK , R)
If Q[l + 1] ∈ LQ andC is l-nontrivial then

bad0 ← true ; ADD: abort and return1
LQ ← LQ ∪Q[l + 1]
P [l + 1]← π−1(Q[l + 1])
m[l + 1]← H(hK , R)⊕ P [l + 1]
If m[l + 1] = 0n andC is l-nontrivial then

bad1 ← true ; ADD: abort and return1
If m[l + 1] = 0n then returnm[1] . . . m[l + 1]
Else return⊥
procedure Finalize(d) :
If m 6= ⊥ was decrypted then

d← 0
Returnd

Figure 1: Games for for the proof of Theorem 6.3. The games aredetermined as follows. The boxed statements are
included in the games preceding a slash-mark, and removed for the games following it, unless the word “ADD:”
appears before the box, in which case it is the opposite. Moreover, the number of boxes around a statement
indicates the order in which these statements are added or removed. For example, in the Initialize procedure
markedG2/G3/G4, for gameG2 all boxed statements are absent, then for gameG3 the single-boxed statements
only are added, then for gameG4 all boxed statements are present.
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